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�� Introduction

We ask the attention for a de�nition schema from higher order subrecursion the�
ory called bar recursion� Bar recursion originates with Spector ����	 where bar
recursion of all �nite types is shown to characterize the class of provably total re�
cursive functions of analysis� This class has also been characterized by Girard �
�
as those functions which are de�nable in the second order typed lambda calculus
���	 or the polymorphic lambda calculus�� Analysis is a so�called impredicative

theory since it allows de�ning a predicate by quanti�cation over all predicates	
including the predicate that is de�ned itself� In �� terms may depend on types	
including the type of the term itself� This phenomenon is also called impredica�
tivity� Impredicativity is an informal notion which has many faces� The question
arises is there something impredicative about bar recursion� The question is
important for a better mathematical understanding of impredicativity	 especially
of its computational impact� We answer the question a�rmatively by identifying
and exploring a special feature of bar recursion which we consider to be another
appearance of impredicativity the dependency of terms on order types�

Observe that in the case of �higher order� primitive recursion the order type �
of the recursion is �xed� In the case of bar recursion	 however	 there is a parameter
which determines the order type of the recursion� Lambda abstraction from this
parameter is perfectly allowed	 thus yielding a polymorphic�or better a poly�

order�type�recursor� We explore the computational aspects of the dependency
of terms on order types to some extent	 by constructing bar recursive encodings
of trans�nite recursors up to �� and beyond� Trans�nite recursors are of some
interest for computer science they provide a strongly normalizing formalism for
recursive functional programming� Thus program termination is guaranteed for
all evaluation strategies� this is not the case when using �xed point combinators�
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At present it is unknown what the exact limitations of the methods of this
paper are� It should be remarked that we are only using bar recursion of lowest
type� It is not obvious how the generalization to bar recursion of higher type
should be done� For metamathematical reasons the overall limitation of such
generalizations is given by the �largely unknown� so�called ordinal of analysis	
i�e� the ordinal which is related to analysis in the same way as �� is related to
arithmetic�

Most of the material presented in this paper can be found elsewhere in the
literature	 though sometimes in a di�erent presentation� A paper which is par�
ticularly close to ours is Vogel ����	 which came to our notice only in the �nal
stage of the completion of this paper� We have tried to give proper credits and
adequate references�

�� Preliminaries

���� Type structure

For sets A�B we denote the set of all mappings from A to B by A�B� If
f  A�A	 then the n�th iteration of f 	 denoted by fn  A�A �n � N �	 is
de�ned recursively by f ��a� � a	 fn���a� � f�fn�a�� for all a � A�

Types are those of the simply typed lambda calculus	 i�e� � and with �

and � � also ��� �� We write � for the type ���	 � for ���	 and so on� The
level of a type is inductively de�ned as follows level��� � �� level���� �� �
max�� � level���� level�� ����

In order to avoid cumbersome syntactic details we prefer to explain our ideas
in a set�theoretical	 semantical framework� Throughout this paper we work in
a convenient extensional model for bar recursion	 e�g� the model M �

S
M�

from Bezem ���� For the purpose of this paper it is not necessary to reproduce
the precise de�nition of M� It su�ces to stipulate the following �i� M� is N 	
the set of natural numbers� �ii� M��� � M��M� for all � � �iii� M��� � is a
speci�c proper subset of M��M� � for all � �� �� �iv� M is a model of the
simply typed lambda calculus containing primitive recursors and bar recursors
of all appropriate types� It is useful to remark that if we equip M� � N�N
with the Baire topology and N with the discrete topology	 then all continuous
mappings of N�N to N are in M�� �The converse does not hold M� contains
discontinuous functionals��

Elements of M �M� � are called functionals �of type �� and will be denoted
by F�G�H� � � �� However	 functionals of type �	 i�e� natural numbers	 will be
denoted by n�m� x� y� � � �� The result of applying a functional F of type ��� � to
a functional G of type � is a functional of type � � denoted by FG� In expressions
like FGH association is assumed to be to the left and the functionals are assumed
to have appropriate types�
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���� Primitive recursion and bar recursion

A primitive recursor is a functional R� satisfying

R�MN� �M and R�MN�n � �� � Nn�R�MNn�

for all M�N� n of appropriate types� The type of R� is determined by the type �
ofM 	 but we shall ignore this type and simply writeR	 relying on the assumption
that all expressions are well�typed� A primitive recursive functional is a functional
that can be constructed from � � M�	 the successor function S � �n�n�� � M�

and primitive recursors of all appropriate types	 using lambda abstraction and
application� Thus the term �primitive recursion� includes throughout this paper
what is usually termed �higher order primitive recursion�� We freely use primitive
recursion without specifying the primitive recursive functionals in question�

Let N � be the set of �nite sequences of natural numbers� We let �� ��� � � �
range over N �� If � � hn�� � � � � nk��i �k � ��	 then lh��� � k denotes the length
of � and	 for i � lh���	 �i � ni denotes the i�th projection of �� Concatenation
of �nite sequences is expressed by �� As usual � � �� is de�ned by ���� ����� � ��

and � 	 �� by � � �� 
 � �� ��� We de�ne ��� to be the function assigning �i
to i � lh��� and � to i � lh���� We abbreviate hxi�� by x�� and ��hxi by ��x�
Furthermore we abbreviate fx�� j � � �g by x�� and f��x j � � �g by ��x for
all sets of �nite sequences �� Finally	 ���� abbreviates f���� j � � �� �� � ��g�

We assume a surjective	 primitive recursive encoding of �nite sequences by
natural numbers	 with lh���� �i� �� 	� ��� primitive recursive� It will always be
clear when a natural number should be taken as the code of a �nite sequence� The
partial ordering 	 structures N � into a �in�nitely branching	 non well�founded�
tree� The set of paths of this tree is N�N 	 which coincides with M�� We shall
be concerned with well�founded subsets of N ��

A bar recursor is a functional B��� satisfying

B���Y GH� �

�
G� if Y ��� � lh���
H��x�B���Y GH���x��� otherwise

for all Y�G�H� � of appropriate types� In this paper we restrict ourselves to
bar recursion of type � �whence B��� instead of B� ����	 i�e� the �nite sequences
consist of natural numbers �functionals of type �	 instead of functionals of type
� ��� Thus the type of a bar recursor B��� is determined by the type � of G��
More speci�cally	 Y has type �	 G has type ��� �since �nite sequences are
encoded as natural numbers� and H has type ��������� � Again we shall
ignore all these types and simply write B	 relying on the assumption that all
expressions are well�typed� A bar recursive functional is a functional that can be
constructed from �	 S	 primitive recursors R� and bar recursors B��� for all � 	
using lambda abstraction and application� Let BR �BR� � denote the set of bar
recursive functionals �of type ���
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Bar recursion is in fact recursion on trees of �nite sequences� For example	
for �xed Y�G�H the value of BY GHhi is determined by recursion on the tree
f� j ��� 	 � Y ���� 	 lh����g� Of course Y should be such that this tree is
well�founded� Observe that this is not true for all mappings Y  M��M�	 for
example take Y de�ned by Y F � n�� if ��i � n �Fi � ���
 ��i � n �Fi � ���	
and Y F � � if no such n exists� This shows that it is non�trivial to construct
a model for bar recursion �recall that M��� � is a proper subset of M��M� �

for � �� ��� The reasons for the speci�c choice of the termination condition
Y ��� � lh��� in the schema of bar recursion are subtle� At �rst sight the way
in which Y determines the subtree of N � for the computation of BY GH�	 vz�
f���� j ���� 	 �� Y ������� 	 lh�������g	 seems rather indirect� However	 there
are two reasons for this� First	 the above subtrees are primitive recursive in Y �
Second	 despite the counterexample above	 the set of functionals Y for which
all such trees are well�founded is very large and contains subsets �such as M��
satisfying important closure properties	 in particular closure under bar recursion�

���� Tree ordinals

In this paper we shall frequently refer to standard ordinal theory� The small
part of ordinal theory we use �ordinal arithmetic	 Cantor normal form	 nor�
mal function and the Veblen hierarchy� is completely covered by	 for example	
Pohlers ���� Let ON� be the set of all countable ordinals� Ordinals will be de�
noted by �� �� � � � � �� � � � � �� etc� ��� is the least �xpoint of �
� �

��	 with variables

� �� 
�� � � � ranging over ON�� We use a standard representation of countable
ordinals by well�founded �countable� trees	 also called �countable� tree ordinals
and denoted by TO��

���� Definition� The set TO� is inductively de�ned by
�i� � � TO��
�ii� a � TO�  �a	 � TO��
�iii� ��n � N an � TO���an�n�N � TO��

Here and below a� a�� an� b� � � � range over TO�� Furthermore	 n abbreviates
�����	��	 �nesting of depth n� for all n	 and � denotes�n�� We allow ourselves
the somewhat loose notation �an� instead of �an�n�N � Ambiguity such as
in �an�m� will never occur�

Tree ordinals are best imagined by their graphical representation
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The usual ordinal arithmetic can be de�ned in terms of tree ordinals� we
rephrase these de�nitions in order to be self�contained�

���� Definition� Addition� multiplication and exponentiation on TO� are in�
ductively de�ned as follows	


i� a�  � a� a��b� � �a � b�� a ��bn� ��a � bn��

ii� a �  � � a ��b� � 
a � b� � a� a � �bn� ��a � bn��

iii� a� � �� a�b� � ab � a� a�bn� ��abn��

Note that a � b is in fact b with all occurrences of  replaced by a� In graphical
terms	 the tree of a � b consists of the tree of b with all the leaves replaced by
the tree of a�

The relation between tree ordinals and ordinals is made precise by the follow�
ing notion of height of a tree ordinal�

���� Definition� The height of a � TO�� denoted by jaj� is the ordinal induc�
tively de�ned by	 jj � � j�a�j � jaj� �� j�an�j � supfjanj� � j n � Ng�

���� Digression� It is tempting to de�ne	 a C b i� jaj � jbj� Indeed C is a strict
partial order on TO�� There are two natural ways to extend C to a re�exive
relation	 a E b i� a C b � jaj � jbj� and a C b i� a C b � a � b� The latter is
indeed a partial ordering� but not complete	 X � fn j n � Ng has no supremum
in the sense of C� since � and ��� are distinct minimal upper bounds of X � The
former� however� is not an ordering� but a preorder 
re�exive and transitive�	
� E � � � E �� but � �� � � � 
the trees are di�erent� although they have
the same height�� Dividing out j�j de�ned by a j�j b i� jaj � jbj would result
in a structure 
TO�� j�j�E� which is order isomorphic with 
ON����� For our
purpose� however� it is better to keep working with the trees and not with the
equivalence classes�

�� Encoding tree ordinals as type � functionals

Encoding tree ordinals a as type � functionals Ya is unconventional� Usually�
encodings of ordinals are primitive recursive relations on N and the proof that
this relation is a well�ordering requires proof theoretic strength� Our encodings
so to say carry their own proof� and as a consequence the encoding requires
computational strength� Given Ya� trans�nite recursion with respect to a can be
encoded as BYaGH for suitable G�H� In this section we work out the encoding
in all detail�

The following de�nition of functionals Ya should be understood with the
graphical representation of the tree ordinals in mind� The functions F � M� �
N�N stand for paths in the tree N �� The function F	� is �F shifted one
position to the left�� so considering the path F relative to the subtree one level
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lower� with root hFi� The lower level of hFi with respect to hi is compensated
for by �����

���� Definition� For F � M�� and x � N we de�ne	

F	x � �y� F 
x � y�

By induction on a � TO� we de�ne type � functionals Ya	

Y� � �F� 

Y�a� � �F� if F �  then � � Ya
F	�� else 

Y�an� � �F� � � YaF�
F	��

It can easily be proved by induction on a that Ya is a continuous mapping from
N�N to N for every a � TO�� As a consequence Ya � M� for every a � TO��

The primitive recursive predicates Bartree
Y� 	� and Ortree
Y� 	� de�ned be�
low isolate subtrees of N �� The former isolates the tree for the computation of
BY GHhi discussed in Subsection ���� The latter isolates the subset of the for�
mer that represents the tree ordinal a in case Y � Ya 
�Ortree� stands for ordinal
tree�� Thus Ya encodes via the ordinal tree Ortree
Ya� the tree ordinal a � TO��
The primitive recursive predicates Zero
Y� 	�� Succ
Y� 	� and Join
Y� 	� repre�
sent the corresponding properties of ordinal 
sub�trees with root 	� denoted by
Ortree
Y �
	�

���� Definition� For Y � M� and 	 � N � we de�ne	

Bartree
Y� 	� � �	�  	 Y �	�� � lh
	��

Bartree
Y � � f	 j Bartree
Y� 	�g

Ortree
Y� 	� � Bartree
Y� 	� � Y �	� � lh
	�

Ortree
Y � � f	 j Ortree
Y� 	�g

Ortree
Y �
	 � f	� j 	 
 	� � Ortree
Y �g

Zero
Y� 	� � Ortree
Y� 	� � �Ortree
Y� 	��

Succ
Y� 	� � Ortree
Y� 	� � Ortree
Y� 	�� � �Ortree
Y� 	���

Join
Y� 	� � Ortree
Y� 	� � Ortree
Y� 	�� �Ortree
Y� 	���

The following lemmas are instrumental to prove that the tree ordinals a from
Section ��� are isomorphic to Ortree
Ya� and that Zero
Ya� 	�� Succ
Ya� 	� and
Join
Ya� 	� are correctly representing the corresponding notions for tree ordinals
represented by Ortree
Ya�
	�

���� Lemma�

i� Bartree� Ortree� Zero� Succ and Join are primitive recursive
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ii� Zero
Y� 	�� 
Y �	� � lh
	� � �Succ
Y� 	� � �Join
Y� 	��

iii� Succ
Y� 	�� 
Y �	� � lh
	� � �Zero
Y� 	� � �Join
Y� 	��

iv� Join
Y� 	�� 
Y �	� � lh
	� � �Zero
Y� 	� � �Succ
Y� 	��

v� Ortree
Y� 	�� 
Zero
Y� 	� � Succ
Y� 	� � Join
Y� 	��

Proof� 
i� Obvious� 
ii� Assume Zero
Y� 	�� so Ortree
Y� 	� � �Ortree
Y� 	���
so Bartree
Y� 	� � Y �	� � lh
	� � 
�Bartree
Y� 	�� � Y �	�� � lh
	���� By
the de�nition of Bartree and by using �	�� � �	� it follows in both cases of
the disjunction that Y �	� � lh
	�� The mutual exclusion of the predicates Zero�
Succ and Join is immediate� 
iii��
iv� Assume Succ
Y� 	� or Join
Y� 	�� Then
Ortree
Y� 	��� so Bartree
Y� 	�� and hence Y �	� � lh
	�� 
v� Immediate from
the de�nitions� �

���� Lemma�

i� Bartree
Y�� � Ortree
Y�� � fhig

ii� Zero
Y�� hi�

Proof� Obvious� �

���� Lemma� For all a � TO� we have�


i� Bartree
Y�a�� � fhig � fhxi j x � g � �Bartree
Ya�

ii� Ortree
Y�a�� � fhig � �Ortree
Ya�

iii� Succ
Y�a�� hi�

iv� � � � 
Y�a�� �	�� � � � 
Ya� 	� for � � � � fZero�Succ�Joing

Proof� 
i� Follows immediately from the de�nition of Bartree and Y�a�� 
ii���
Assume 	 � Ortree
Y�a�� with 	 �� hi� Then we have  � lh
	� � Y�a��	� �
if 	� �  then � � Ya�h	�� � � � � 	lh�����i� else � It follows that 	� �  and

Ya�h	�� � � � � 	lh�����i� � lh
	�� � � lh
h	�� � � � � 	lh�����i��

By 
i� we have h	�� � � � � 	lh�����i � Bartree
Ya�� so h	�� � � � � 	lh�����i � Ortree
Ya��

ii��� Obviously hi � Ortree
Y�a��� Furthermore� if 	 � Ortree
Ya�� then by
de�nition 	 � Bartree
Ya� and Ya�	� � lh
	�� It follows by 
i� that �	 �
Bartree
Y�a�� and Y�a���	� � � � Ya�	� � � � lh
	� � lh
�	�� Hence �	 �
Ortree
Y�a��� 
iii��
iv� Follow from 
ii� by the way in which Zero� Succ and Join
are de�ned in terms of Ortree� �

���� Lemma� For all �an� � TO� we have�


i� Bartree
Y�an�� � fhig �
S
x�N x�Bartree
Yax�


ii� Ortree
Y�an�� � fhig �
S
x�N x�Ortree
Yax�


iii� Join
Y�an�� hi�

iv� � � � 
Y�an�� x�	�� � � � 
Yax� 	� for � � � � fZero�Succ�Joing
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Proof� Analogous to the proof of the previous lemma� �

���� Isomorphy Lemma� Every a � TO� is isomorphic to Ortree
Ya��

Proof� By induction on a � TO�� using the lemmas ���
i�� ���
ii� and ���
ii��
�

From now on we shall identify the tree ordinal a with the ordinal tree Ortree
Ya��
For all a � TO� the ordinal subtree Ortree
Ya�
	 also represents an element of
TO�� in fact a subtree of a� denoted by a
	� In other words� the �nite sequence
	 � Ortree
Ya� is decoded into a
	 � TO�� We end this section by the follow�
ing lemma stating that the predicates Zero
Y� 	�� Succ
Y� 	� and Join
Y� 	� are
adequate�

���� Lemma� For all a � TO� and 	 � Ortree
Ya� we have�


i� �x �  
	�x � Ortree
Ya��� �x �  
	�x � Ortree
Ya��

ii� Zero
Ya� 	�� a
	 � 

iii� Succ
Ya� 	�� a
	 � �a
	��

iv� Join
Ya� 	�� a
	 ��a
	�n�

Proof� 
i� By induction on a � TO�� using the lemmas ���� ��� and ���� 
ii��

iv� By previous lemmas it follows that Zero
Ya� 	� � Ortree
Ya�
	 � f	g�
Succ
Ya� 	�� Ortree
Ya�
	 � f	g � Ortree
Ya�
	�� and

Join
Ya� 	�� Ortree
Ya�
	 � f	g �
�
x�N

Ortree
Ya�
	�x�

Now 
ii��
iv� follow by using 
i�� �

�� Bar recursive construction of some Ya

���� Trans�nite iterations

���� Definition� Let Z� S� J be functionals of types �� ���� 
����� � respec�
tively� By induction on a � TO� we de�ne the a�iteration of J 
join case� and S

successor case� on Z 
zero case�� denoted by 
J �S�aZ	


J �S��Z � Z


J �S��a�Z � S

J �S�aZ�


J �S��an�Z � J
�n� 
J �S�anZ�

Note that 
J �S�nZ � SnZ for all n � N �

Next we show that 
J �S�aZ is bar recursive in Ya�
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���� Definition� We de�ne the following bar recursive functional I 
for iterator�
not for identity� I is in fact a poly�order�type iterator�	

I � �Y ZSJ�BY GZHY�S�J� where

GZ � �	� Z and

HY�S�J � �A	� if Succ
Y� 	� then S
A�
elsif Join
Y� 	� then JA
else 

Note that GZ and HY�S�J are primitive recursive�

���� Theorem� For all a � TO� and 	 � Ortree
Ya� we have�


J �S�a��Z � IYaZSJ	

Proof� By induction on a
	 � TO�� using Lemma ���� �

���� Construction of Y�a from Ya

The construction of Y�a from Ya is done in two steps� First� we construct a
primitive recursive functional P such that PY�a � Y��a� for all a � TO�� Second�
we construct a bar recursive functional Q which trans�nitely iterates P � In Q the
phenomenon of terms depending on order types can be observed� as it is using
the poly�order�type iterator I from De�nition ����

���� Lemma� There exists a primitive recursive functional P such that PYa �
Ya�� for all a � TO��

Proof� Let a � TO�� By a � � ��a � n� we have

Ya�� � �F� � � Ya�F�
F	���

Hence it su�ces to show that Ya�n is primitive recursive in Ya� This can be seen
as follows� By the de�nition of tree ordinal addition we have

Ya�b � �F� YbF � Ya
F	YbF ��

So we have the following recursion equation	

Ya�n�� � �F� YaF � Ya�n
F	YaF �

yielding that Ya�n is primitive recursive in Ya� �

���� Lemma� There exists a bar recursive functional Q such that QYa � Y�a for

all a � TO��
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Proof� De�ne

Z � Y�� �

S � P from Lemma ���� and

J � �XF� � �X
F�
F	���

Then it follows by induction on a � TO� that Y�a � 
J �S�aZ� So by Theorem ���
we have for Q � �Y� IY ZSJhi that QYa � Y�a� �

���� Construction of Y��

The standard way to approximate �� is to iterate the ordinal function �� ��

whose least �xpoint de�nes ��� We de�ne the tree ordinal �� with j��j � �� in a
similar way	

�� ��
�a� �a�n
��

The functional Q from Lemma ��� can be regarded as the representation of �a��a

on the encodings of tree ordinals�

���� Definition� A functional A of type ��� represents a function f 	 TO��TO�

if AYa � Yf�a� for all a � TO��

As examples we mention that P from Lemma ��� represents �a� a � � and Q
from Lemma ��� represents �a� �a� Moreover� if we de�ne S�	� � �Y F� if F �
 then � � Y 
F	�� else  then S�	� represents the successor function �a� �a��

We now express the type � functional Y�
�
encoding �� primitive recursively in

a functional representing �a� �a�

���� Theorem� Let Y�
�
be de�ned according to De�nition ��� and let Q represent

�a� �a� Then we have�

Y�
�
� �F� � �QF�Y�
F	��

Proof� De�ne ���n� � 
�a��a�n
�� then �� �����n��� Let Q represent �a��a�
By induction one proves for all n � N 	

QnY� � Y�
�
�n��

It follows that �F� � �QF�Y�
F	�� � �F� � � Y�
�
�F��
F	�� � Y�

�
� �

���� Corollary� Y�
�
� �F� � �QF�Y�
F	�� with Q from Lemma ����
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�� Beyond ��

It is neither di�cult nor exciting to go beyond �� constructing Y��
�
�� � � �� More

interesting is the following generalization of the methods of the previous sections
of this paper� The idea turned out to be similar as in Vogel ����� who has the
priority� Upper ordinal bounds are obtained by Howard ��� for cases in which
the bar recursor B��
 has a type level � or �� which means that � has level at
most �� 
Recall that the level of a type is de�ned by	 level
� � � level
��� �� �
max
� � level
��� level
� �����

First we extend the type structure with a base type � for tree ordinals�

���� Definition� Types are  and �� and with �� � � also ��� �� Furthermore�
de�ne N� � N � N	 � TO� and N


 � � N
�N
 �� the set of all mappings
from N
 to N
 �� We call

S
N
 
with � ranging over the extended types� the

full typestructure over N and TO�� Application� notation etcetera are similar to
those for M given in ����

In view of the encoding of tree ordinals as type � functionals� the following
embedding of the extended types in the types of Section � 
i�e� with  as the only
base type� should not come as a surprise�

���� Definition� t
� � � t
�� � 
���� t
��� �� � t
���t
� ���

In ��� we de�ned BR� the bar recursive functionals in M� Here we de�ne
TR� the tree recursive functionals in

S
N
 � We essentially follow Zucker �����

where this system of functionals is called T� 
trees of the �rst order� Zucker also
considers T�� trees of the second order� i�e� T��branching trees�� A system similar
to T�� but somewhat more involved� has been de�ned by Howard ��� 
the theory
V��

���� Definition� Consider the following basic functionals	 	 �  � N	� S	 �
�a� �a� � N	�N	� J	 � �f��fn�n�N � 
N��N	��N	� R	 de�ned by	

R	ZSJ	 � Z� R	ZSJ�a� � S
R	ZSJa� and
R	ZSJ�an� � J
�n�R	ZSJan��an�

The type ofR	 is determined by the type of Z 
but suppressed in the denotation
R	�� These functionals are zero� successor� join and primitive recursor for tree
ordinals� respectively� to be compared with the basic functionals for primitive
recursion	 � S and R� A tree recursive functional is a functional that can
be constructed from � S� primitive recursors� 	� S	� J	 and tree recursors�
using lambda abstraction and application� Let TR 
TR
 � denote the set of tree
recursive functionals 
of type ���

We are interested in representing functionals of TR with functionals of BR�
Given the embedding of the types� we de�ne� for every extended type � � when a
functional from Mt�
� represents a functional from N
 �



��

���� Definition� By induction on � we de�ne relations �
� Mt�
� � N
 as
follows	

m �� n � m � n

Y �	 a � Y � Ya

A �


 � A� � �B � Mt�
��B
� � N
 
B �
 B

� � AB �
 � A�B��

Note that this de�nition is a proper generalization of De�nition ���� with f 	
TO��TO� replaced by A� � N	
	� From now on we shall omit type subscripts
and simply write X � X � whenever X represents X ��

���� Theorem� Every functional from TR can be represented by a functional

from BR�

Proof� We shall de�ne a mapping t 	 TR�BR and prove that t
X� � X for
all X � TR� Both will be done by induction on X� We �rst treat the inductive
cases and then the basic functionals� Application presents no di�culty	 since
BR 
like TR� is closed under application we can simply take t
AB� � t
A�t
B�
and obtain t
AB� � AB by the induction hypotheses t
A� � A and t
B� � B
and De�nition ���� Lambda abstraction is somewhat more involved� Instead of
extending our notion � to functionals containing variables� we prefer to proceed
as follows	 
i� lambda abstraction can be de�ned using the well�known combina�
tors �
�
 � � �XY� X � N


 �

 and �
�
 ��
 �� � �XY Z� XZ
Y Z� � N���� 
ii� �
�
 �

and �
�
 ��
 �� can be represented by �t�
��t�
 �� � BR and �t�
��t�
 ���t�
 ��� � BR 
the
proof of this fact uses De�nition ��� a number of times�� It remains to show that
the basic functionals of TR can be represented� All but one are straightforward�
For example� J	 is represented by J from the proof of Lemma ��� and S	 is
represented by S�	� de�ned just after De�nition ���� The only di�cult one is
R	� since it involves a generalization of the functional I from ���� De�ne

R
�
	 � �ZSJY�BY GZHY�S�J � where

GZ � �	� Z and

HY�S�J � �A	� if Succ
Y� 	� then S
A�
elsif Join
Y� 	� then JA
�F� Y 
	 � F ��
else 

Here 	 �F stands for the function assigning 	i to i if i � lh
	�� and F 
lh
	�� i�
otherwise� We have �F� Ya
	 � F � � Ya�� for all 	 � Ortree
Y � by the results of
Section �� The only di�erence between I and R�

	 is the argument �F� Y 
	 � F �
of JA� which is a consequence of the argument �an� in the third clause of
the de�nition of R	 in ��� 
this makes the di�erence between a recursor and an
iterator�� Now assume Z � Z �� S � S � and J � J �� By induction on a
	 
using
Lemma ���� one proves R�

	ZSJYa	 � R	Z
�S �J �
a
	� for all 	 � Ortree
Ya��

Now put t
R	� � �ZSJY� R�
	ZSJY ��� It follows by iterated application of

De�nition ��� that t
R	� � R	� �



��

���� Corollary� For every a � TR	 we have Ya � BR�

���� Corollary� jID�j � supfjaj j a � TO� � Ya � BRg�

The latter corollary is a simpli�ed version of Vogel ���� Satz b� combined with
Zucker ����� where the ordinal of ID� is proved to be equal to the ordinal of
T� 
� TR�� Other characterizations of this same ordinal are	 ��� the Howard
ordinal� and ��	�� in the Bachmann hierarchy� See also Terlouw ���� for a
detailed ordinal analysis of ID��

One can imagine that trees of the second order� i�e� T��branching trees�
can be encoded by functionals of type 
����� and so on� This is possible
indeed� However� jID�j is known to be much weaker than full analysis and hence
these encodings are certainly not exhausting the full strength of bar recursion�
Further generalizations should be possible but will not be pursued here� A related
question is whether � in Corollary ��� is � or ��

�� Metamathematical considerations

One could ask in how far bar recursion is essential for the construction of the func�
tional Q from Lemma ���� For metamathematical reasons� to be made precise
below� the functionals Y�

�
� IY�

�

a trans�nite �� iterator� and BY�

�

a trans��

nite �� recursor� surpass the strength of higher order primitive recursion� As a
consequence� the construction of Y�a from Ya� uniformly for all a � TO�� cannot
be done by primitive recursion� When one nevertheless tries to do this� one sees
that already for a with jaj � �� primitive recursors of arbitrarily high types 
de�
pending on jaj� are needed� A very clear example of this phenomenon is given
by Fortune� Leivant and O�Donnell ���� where the dependency of terms on types

polymorphism� in �� is exploited to circumvent this problem� In Section � we
constructed a functional representing �a� �a by exploiting directly the depen�
dency of terms on order types� So the answer to the above question is that ��
provides an alternative to the bar recursive construction of Q� but that primitive
recursion is de�nitely too weak�

In this section we relate our results to ��� and we substantiate the metamath�
ematical reasons mentioned above�

In ��� base � Cantor normal forms are used	 Cnf
� � ��� � � � �� ��k � 
with  � � � � � � � k 
k � �� Cnf
� is the empty sum� Instead of using
coe�cients we write the appropriate sum of powers of �� For the rest of this
paper� ordinals will be at most ��� unless explicitly stated otherwise�

Limit ordinals  � �� are approximated by so�called fundamental sequences
�n� 
n � N � in a well�known way	 if Cnf
� � ��� � � � ����k � �� with k � 
then

�n� �

�
��� � � � �� ��k�� � n if Succ
k�
��� � � � �� ��k�n� if Lim
k�



��

Note that this inductive de�nition is correct since  � �� implies k � � The
ordinal �� is approximated by ���n� � 
�� ���n�

Based on the approximation of limit ordinals de�ned above� the following
slightly di�erent notion of trans�nite iteration is used in ����

���� Definition� For all  � �� the �iteration denoted by 
J �S��Z is de�ned
by	


J �S��Z � Z


J �S����Z � S

J �S��Z�


J �S��Z � J
�n� 
J �S���n�Z� when Lim
�

Mind the di�erence between 
J �S�aZ and 
J �S��Z� We are interested in cases
in which the equation 
J �S�aZ � 
J �S�jajZ holds� However� for �an� with
an �  for all n � N we have j�an�j � � and the equation does not hold since
� is not a limit ordinal� Moreover� for �an� with an � n� � for all n � N
we have j�an�j � � but the equation does not hold since janj � n � � and
j�an�j�n� � n� These simple counterexamples lead to the following canonical
embedding of ordinals  � �� in TO��

���� Definition� For  � �� we de�ne �
� � TO� by induction as follows	
�
� � � �
� �� � ��
��� �
� ���
�n��� when Lim
��

We have the following lemmas�

���� Lemma� For all  � �� we have j�
�j � �

Proof� By a trivial induction on � �

���� Lemma� If Lim
�� and � � ���� � ��	 then we have 
�� � ���n� � �� �

��n���

Proof� Obvious� �

���� Lemma� For all � � we have�


i� if � � ���� � ��	 then �
�� � �� � �
��� ��
��


ii� if  � ��	 then �
��� � ��
�


iii� �
��� � ��

Proof� 
i� By induction on � using Lemma ���� 
ii� By induction on  using

i�� 
iii� Recall that �� � �
�a� �a�n
��� From 
ii� it follows by induction on
n that 
�a� �a�n
� � �
���n��� and hence �
��� � ��� �

���� Lemma� For all  � �� we have�


J �S��
�Z � 
J �S��Z



��

Proof� By induction on �� �

���� Corollary� �J �S���Z � �J �S���Z

��	� Theorem� There is no primitive recursive functional representing �a� �a�

Proof� Consider the function �functional of type 
� de�ned by F��
� �J �S���Z

with

Z � �n� n� 
�

S � �Fn� F nn�

J � �Xy� Xyy �diagonalizes in the limit case��

This function is also used in �� and has been attributed in Schwichtenberg 
��
to Robbin �� �actually with Z � �n� �n� but for the purpose here it su�ces that
Z is strictly increasing�� As stated in 
�� p� �
� l� ���� F��

is not provably total
recursive in Peano Arithmetic� Now we argue as follows�

F��
is not provably total recursive in PA � �by ��� �� x�����

�J �S���Z is not primitive recursive � �by Cor� ����
�J �S���Z is not primitive recursive � �by Th� ����
IY�

�
is not primitive recursive � �by Def� ����

BY�
�
is not primitive recursive � �by 

��

Y�
�
is not primitive recursive � �by Th� ����

Q is not primitive recursive

Here Q is any functional of type ��� representing �a� �a� in particular the bar
recursive functional Q from Lemma ���� �
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